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CORRIGENDUM
Volume 67, Number 1 (1998), in the article ‘‘Improved Estimation in
Measurement Error Models Through Stein Rule Procedure,’’ by Shalabh,
pp. 3548 (doi:10.1006mv981749): On page 46, the third and fifth lines of
Eq. (4) should read:
E(V $VBV $V)=n7vB$7v+n(tr B7v) 7v+n2 7v B7v
E(VCV $BVV $)=(tr B)(tr C72v ) In+(tr C7v )(tr 7v ) B+(tr C7
2
v ) B$,
where B and C are nonstochastic matrices of the appropriate order in each
case. When additionally B is symmetric,
E(V $VBV $V)=n(n+1) 7v B7v+n(tr B7v ) 72v
E(VCV $BVV $)=(tr B)(tr C72v ) In+(tr C7v )(tr 7v ) B+(tr C7
2
v ) B.
However, in the article, only the first result was utilized, with no serious
consequences, as the matrix B is symmetric. The other results in (4) are
correct.
The author is grateful to Professor H. Neudecker for pointing out the
error.
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